The Basis of Future Operations
enlighten the people. They,had no creative ideas, and did nothing to hold the people together and lead them, unlike the great dictators, Clemenceau, Lloyd George and Wilson. The attempts of General Headquarters to help the homeland by patriotic instruction and disseminating our propaganda (intended for foreign consumption) within our own borders were mere crumbs to the hungry. The soul of the German people was without direction or leadership, a prey to every pernicious impression that came its way. Ignorant of the world and hopelessly misled, they strove after unattainable phantoms. Is it, then, to be wondered at that they turned to those who, either from fatal stupidity or from damnable and criminal design, seemed to, offer them their heart's desire, and gave the cold shoulder to those who, realizing the danger of all this and inspired by deep concern for our future and ardent love for the country, demanded further and yet further sacrifices ? It was a great calamity that these men were soon spoken of as " Never-enders," although they, too, were longing for peace.
The Press mirrored the dissensions caused by party politics among the Germans and the fluctuations of public feeling during the war. Only one section of the Press remained true to itself. Another section, from idealism, from motives of party politics, or simply for business reasons, assumed as an established fact that improvement in the world which the advocates of a peace by understanding had invented, and abandoned the views they had held in 1914. Finally, there were newspapers who were ashamed of their attitude in the autumn of 1914, and of all their thoughts of a good peace. It even seemed painful to them to be reminded of such manly thoughts. Even during the war they slandered Germany to her sons, and did everything possible to destroy the belief in German might. They also contained direct challenges to civil authority and order, not to mention open defiance of our whole social system. My deep patriotic feelings were wounded as I watched this development. These were serious warnings for us to keep close watch on everything that threatened the successful prosecution of the war—a writing on the wall for the moral resolution of the German nation, and
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